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Have you ever built a snowman and discovered the next day that his grin has gotten a little
crooked, or his tree-branch arms have moved? And you've wondered . . . what do snowmen do
at night? This delightful wintertime tale reveals all! Caralyn Buehner's witty, imaginative verse
offers many amusing details about the secret life of snowmen and where they go at night, while
Mark Buehner's roly-poly snowmen are bursting with personality and charm. From the highly
successful team that created such winning titles as Fanny's Dream, Snowmen at Night is
fabulous, frosty, and fun!

From Publishers WeeklyNot since Frosty paraded through the village square have snowmen
enjoyed such a slip-sliding good time as they do in the Buehners' (Fanny's Dream) latest flight of
fancy. When a boy observes that the snowman he built the day before now looks droopy and
disheveled, he imagines what happened to his snow creation during the night. Soon the boy
pictures all the neighborhood snowmen gathered in the park for "ice-cold cocoa," a snowball
fight, a round of making snow angels and more. Surely a full night of play and a long glide back
to their homes must be the explanation. The rhythm of the rhyming text sometimes matches the
rollicking spirit of the snowmen's wintry pursuits, but occasionally stumbles: "Then the snowman
games begin: They line up in their places,/ each one anxious for his turn in the snowman races."
The glee comes through at its most infectious in Mark Buehner's oil-and-acrylic paintings of the
merrymakers, who look so delighted in their revelry that readers won't be able to help smiling in
response. Bringing the brisk snap of the season to the fore, his scenes feature a natural light
show, depicting an inky night sky and fluffy snow that glistens beneath moonlight and (street)
lamplight, and eventually, the gradual brightening of dawn. Children will like being in on the
secret here and eagle-eye readers will relish finding hidden figures in the shadows, clouds and
snowdrifts. Ages 4-8.Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.From School Library
JournalPreSchool-Grade 1-A child wonders why a snowman looks droopy the morning after it
was made and decides that snowmen must be nocturnal. The bouncy, rhyming text describes
the imagined rumpus in which the snowmen have races, do tricks on skates, and bump into one
another like clowns. "They gather up their snowballs, the pitcher takes his aim,/and underneath
the moonlit sky they play a baseball game./No one knows just how it started,/but soon it's quite a
sight-/with snowmen throwing snowballs/in the world's best snowball fight!" After a night of
action, the tired snowmen return to their homes. The oil-over-acrylic paintings capture the fun of
the rollicking adventures and bring these round creations to life. The illustrations convincingly
depict their solid bodies in action, and the moonlit snowy setting provides a sense of mystery.
The imaginative description and lively art could provide an entertaining read-aloud for bedtime
sharing or winter storytimes.Adele Greenlee, Bethel College, St. Paul, MNCopyright 2002 Reed



Business Information, Inc.From BooklistPreS. What do snowmen do at night? This picture book,
which glows with snow and starshine, has an answer. After they slide through the dark, into the
park, where snowmothers make ice-cold cocoa, they race, have snowball fights, and sled down
the hill. Finally, tuckered out, they go back to their respective houses, hats askew. The functional
text has bouncy rhymes, but it's the artwork that is spectacular. Acrylic-over-oil paintings feature
fat, happy snowpeople who practically jump--or sled--off the pages. What Buehner does with his
colors and shadings as he captures night is particularly impressive. The purple of sunset, lit by
street lamps, darkens into the black of the early morning hours; dawn breaks amethyst gold and
then deepens into morning blue. As dusk moves into dawn, the snowpeople's play changes from
frenzied fun into quieter pursuits; action and setting mirror one other. Ilene CooperCopyright ©
American Library Association. All rights reservedReview"Not since Frosty paraded through the
village square have snowmen enjoyed such a slip-sliding good time ... readers won't be able to
help smiling.""Refreshingly original and visually sparkling....It would be difficult not to fall in love
with this rollicking flight of imagination created by a terrific combination of talent."About the
AuthorThe husband-and-wife team behind the best-selling Snowmen at Night and Snowmen at
Christmas, Carolyn and Mark Buehner are also the creators of the award-winning Fanny’s
Dream. Upcoming collaborations include an original fairy tale about a lonely princess who
decides to become a hairdresser. They live in Utah with their nine children.The husband-and-
wife team behind the best-selling Snowmen at Night and Snowmen at Christmas, Carolyn and
Mark Buehner are also the creators of the award-winning Fanny’s Dream. Upcoming
collaborations include an original fairy tale about a lonely princess who decides to become a
hairdresser. They live in Utah with their nine children.Read more
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t. knouff, “Our favorite book. My kids are teenagers now. But, this was their favorite book when
they were little. I have kept a few of our Christmas books and put them out every year. Our
Snowman book got water on it and was ruined. So, I had to buy another one. It will be a favorite
for years to come.”

Book lover shopper, “Frolicking snowmen and winter fun!. This wonderful book arrived in
beautiful condition and in a timely manner.”

Bernie Maduzia, “Great story. Bought the book for my granddaughter. Great illustrations and
story line”

Cynthia, “cute story. I bought it for my classroom to extend for a holiday craft. The kids liked it
fine, but it wasn't a repeat favorite.”

Kevin J. Higgins, “Great, fun kids’ book. When my son was a toddler, we used to read this and
laugh and laugh. When I needed to purchase a book for a baby shower, this was among the first
I thought of. A great kids book!”

Marta V.O., “My kids loved this book. So much fun to pull out during winter time! My kids loved it!”

Ms Mama C, “Adorable story from a used and abused book. After doing a search of books online
to read to a 3rd grade class this Christmas, I settled on this particular title. The book was
recommended on another website by 3rd grade teachers. For anyone familiar with the AR
program in many public schools this book is on a 3rd grade reading level. I'm a little surprised as
it is somewhat juvenile, in my opinion, and seems written to appeal to a younger age group. But
that was what I though - my 3rd grader and younger child, were both captivated by the story of
what snowmen are possibly up to at night. They particularly enjoyed finding objects that are
hidden throughout the book.As for my rating & pictures - I purchased this book from a book
seller. I knew it was used and didn't expect a book in mint condition. But I was majorly
disappointed to find the book with more wear and tear, and markings than what was described
by the seller. The book is grungy, like something one might find in a yard sale or donation box!
Shame on me for trying to save a little money.Aside from that, it's a cute, short read that will
easily engage young readers....and leave their imaginations running wild!”

M. Keane, “Nice Book.. Smaller than expected. My fault for not checking the size.”

KAte Beaumont, “Fabulous. Fabulous book.”



Helena, “Grows on you. I wasn't quite sure about this book when I got it but it is a grower. We
read it again and again. There are also pictures to find within pictures and it really is a charming
story.”

ErrolG, “A children's story book. This children's story book was bought to go with a project to
bring the story to life in the form of a cut out village.”

suek, “Great story. Thus is such a lovely story. The children in my care all love it as do I.”

The book by Robert W. Chambers has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 2,000 people have provided
feedback.
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